
Please log in to your swimmer's profile via our
website. At the top, under the Assessed Skills

tab, you will be able to view levels.

The level is completed if it has a yellow star.
You can then register your swimmer for the

next level. 

If the level has an arrowed circle your
swimmer will remain in this level for Term 2.

Forgotten your login? Please email Jo at evo4squad@gmail.com

Second swims - Level 3 and Level 4
For students in Level 3 & 4 who wish to swim twice a week, please
register for your first Term 2 class online and then contact Jo at
evo4squad@gmail.com  to book your second swim. 

DO NOT book second swims online as you will be charged TWICE!

In Term 2 & 3, second swims for these levels will return to no additional
charge.
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Evolution Aquatics Tauranga

Otūmoetai Pool remains at the same
temperature all year round. The pool
can feel colder than it actually is
during the upcoming months, due to
the cooler air temperature within the
facility.

We recommend

If your child tends to get cold,
let them wear a rashie, thermal
top (or wetsuit for Level 1).

Bring warm clothes, shoes and a
jacket (or even PJs and a
dressing gown) to put on after
having a warm shower following
lessons and for the walk to the
carpark.

LTS Graduates 
Term 1

Lachie Barnes
Drew McCormick
Lucy Blatchford
Toby Gear
Seungyong Lee
Olivia Hudson
Pippa Geraghty
Lachlan Jellett
Jemma Grunsell
Beau Guthrie
Miko Southall
Finn Shirley

Jake Williams
Nicole Law-Gainfort
Lexi van Der Wagt
Thea Carlyle
Inhye Kim
Minhye Kim
Jiyoon Park
Vilem Slovacek
Viktor Slovacek
Koa Meyer
Sua Son
Ava White
Finn McIntyre
Max McIntyre
Nash McIntyre
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For new or returning members, you will need an assessment before registering.
Please email evo4squad@gmail.com to book an assessment.

At EVO our philosophy is that learning to swim does not have to be a long and
complicated process. It is built on spending sufficient time consolidating the basis

of all swimming - buoyancy, body position, and breathing. Learning to be safe in
the water as well as the competitive strokes builds on this across our four

progressive levels.

Please see below for the EVO LTS levels. 

Assessments and Levels

mailto:evo4squad@gmail.com

